Intrada  Arthur Honneger
   Paul Cross, trumpet
   Rachel (Lezhuo) Liu, piano

Bist Du Bei Mir
   Abby Bright, trumpet
   Kelsey Lenti, piano

Trumpet Concerto in A♭ major
   Alex Drozd, trumpet
   Sarah Bowker, piano

Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms
   Austen Laprise, trumpet
   Sarah Bowker, piano

Nocturne
   Jacob Gower, trumpet
   Karen Butler, piano

Sonata in G minor
   I. Adagio
   II. Allegro
   III. Adagio
   IV. Allegro
   Martin de Freese, trumpet
   Kelsey Lenti, piano

Prelude et Ballade
   Nayli DeLeon Kantule, trumpet
   Sarah Bowker, piano

Music changes lives. So do our donors.
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695